(Main Keyword)
Helicopter Toys for kids
Helicopter toy is a trending Product not in America as well in other countries like Canada
and Australia You can sell it in the market wherever you want. The competition is low and
demand is high so we can sell it like hot cakes. I am going to share each and every possible
stat of the Product.

So this product is making 2000 sales estimably and you only need 3 to 7 hundred positive reviews
for that. Actually the best thing about this product is you can sell it for the whole year it is not
Seasonal and also it is in the trend. Market intelligence is saying even not in trending days it can be
sold out and can also provide you revenue more than $1000. The survey is according to both Google
and Amazon. So you can sell it on Amazon and as well on your Private E-commerce Store

Average Reviews
Search Volume and Brands

As you can see MR Christopher the search volume of the product is 11 thousand on every Ecommerce site. Which means in every seconds 11 thousand people are searching this. Best
Selling Rank is in thousands which mean the product has potential and the keyword is in
the top ranking of Amazon and Google. The top 3 listings are sponsoring the products which
mean the product is in the trend. Total Revenue is in lacs and average revenue is in
thousands which means profit % will be above 45% and I will also share the Profit
Calculator of the product. Average Reviews are at its best the less reviews product has the
less competition you will have.

Google Search Volume and Demand

According to google the search volume of keyword is above 49 thousands. There are more
than 3 thousand keywords with the name of Helicopter. You can sell product with the
highest volume keyword and set the trend in the market by your quality. The 90 days trend
is quit magnificent like the popularity of this product increasing not in USA but as well in
Australia and Canada. So the top competitors have less reviews which mean we can
compete easily. Different keywords have different trends which means we can choose and
can compete easily.

Profit on per Unit

At the average price of $18 your profit will be $7 on per unit. Which means we can sell it
from $17 to $30 price and we can calculate the profit by price over price. Average ratings
are 4.5 stars which means we are having 85% positivity of reviews.

Google Trend

Search Volume

Profitability Calculator

Item
Dimensions
LxWxH

6 x 3 x 4 inches

Item Weight : 47 Grams
Profit Margin: 36%

Reviews

Whole Detail of Product

Main keyword: Helicopter Toys for boys
Best Selling Price: $17 to $35
Average Monthly Sales: 1359
Search Volume: 11,429
Google search Volume: 49,670
Brand: No Brand Dominant
Average Reviews: 3 hundred to 7 hundred
Total Revenue: $7, 55,858
Google trend: High
Reviews: 95% Positive

Thank you so much for working with Addictain’s Team
For further details and information Visit our website Addictain.com

